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1.0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Diaz Team’s Charter:
• Identify those R-O-Fs from the CAIB Report that might apply across the Agency.
• Identify a set of actions and suggested leadership for those actions.
• Include the One NASA* Team in all activities.
• Summarize results in a Report to the NASA Deputy Administrator.

Table 1. The Physical Cause and Organizational Cause of the Columbia accident as determined by the CAIB.

Physical Cause and Organizational Cause
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Figure 2. Diaz Team determination of broadly applicable R-O-Fs for the Agency.

Figure 3. Seven NASA organizations have actions resulting from the Diaz determinations.
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Figure 4. Overlap currently exists between the Implementation Plans for different organizations. NASA Headquarters must coordinate 
when duplications of efforts might occur. 
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Figure 5. The Diaz Team categorized the CAIB R-O-Fs into seven distinct categories, each of which has a major premise. Each 
category is fully addressed in the body of the Report.
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Table 2. The Diaz Team developed one goal for Leadership.

Leadership – Diaz Team Goal

The Agency should assess whether program management and budget formulation processes are adequate to assure there is an 
appropriate balance of requirements, resources, and risk to ensure safety and mission success.

CAIB Report Chapter 8, p203:
Leaders create culture. It is their responsibility to change it. Top administrators must take responsibility for risk, 
failure, and safety by remaining alert to the effects their decisions have on the system. Leaders are responsible 
for establishing the conditions that lead to their subordinates’ successes or failures.

1.2 LEADERSHIP 

Management practices are a cause of the accident.

Agency-wide Themes
• Leaders must lead by example, creating conditions 

and a culture for safety and mission success.
• Leaders must balance schedule and risk.
• Leaders should allow and encourage diversity of 

views, eliminate retribution towards those with 
differing opinions, and understand that ”No” is an 
acceptable answer.

• Leaders should be grown throughout all levels of 
the organization, through succession planning and 
developmental experiences.
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given the authority to perform their jobs, with the accountabil-given the authority to perform their jobs, with the accountabil-given the authority to perform their jobs, with the accountabil-given the authority to perform their jobs, with the accountabil-given the authority to perform their jobs, with the accountabil-given the authority to perform their jobs, with the accountabil-given the authority to perform their jobs, with the accountabil-given the authority to perform their jobs, with the accountabil-given the authority to perform their jobs, with the accountabil-given the authority to perform their jobs, with the accountabil-given the authority to perform their jobs, with the accountabil-given the authority to perform their jobs, with the accountabil-
ity for their individual and programʼs successes and failures, ity for their individual and programʼs successes and failures, ity for their individual and programʼs successes and failures, ity for their individual and programʼs successes and failures, ity for their individual and programʼs successes and failures, ity for their individual and programʼs successes and failures, ity for their individual and programʼs successes and failures, ity for their individual and programʼs successes and failures, ity for their individual and programʼs successes and failures, ity for their individual and programʼs successes and failures, ity for their individual and programʼs successes and failures, ity for their individual and programʼs successes and failures, ity for their individual and programʼs successes and failures, 
including lessons learned. Leadership means making informed including lessons learned. Leadership means making informed including lessons learned. Leadership means making informed including lessons learned. Leadership means making informed including lessons learned. Leadership means making informed including lessons learned. Leadership means making informed including lessons learned. Leadership means making informed including lessons learned. Leadership means making informed including lessons learned. Leadership means making informed including lessons learned. Leadership means making informed including lessons learned. Leadership means making informed including lessons learned. Leadership means making informed 
decisions and treating staff and contractor support with respect decisions and treating staff and contractor support with respect decisions and treating staff and contractor support with respect decisions and treating staff and contractor support with respect decisions and treating staff and contractor support with respect decisions and treating staff and contractor support with respect decisions and treating staff and contractor support with respect decisions and treating staff and contractor support with respect decisions and treating staff and contractor support with respect decisions and treating staff and contractor support with respect decisions and treating staff and contractor support with respect decisions and treating staff and contractor support with respect 
and courtesy to ensure that everyone understands their inputs are and courtesy to ensure that everyone understands their inputs are and courtesy to ensure that everyone understands their inputs are and courtesy to ensure that everyone understands their inputs are and courtesy to ensure that everyone understands their inputs are and courtesy to ensure that everyone understands their inputs are and courtesy to ensure that everyone understands their inputs are and courtesy to ensure that everyone understands their inputs are and courtesy to ensure that everyone understands their inputs are and courtesy to ensure that everyone understands their inputs are and courtesy to ensure that everyone understands their inputs are and courtesy to ensure that everyone understands their inputs are 
valued and important. It also involves empowering and develop-valued and important. It also involves empowering and develop-valued and important. It also involves empowering and develop-valued and important. It also involves empowering and develop-valued and important. It also involves empowering and develop-valued and important. It also involves empowering and develop-valued and important. It also involves empowering and develop-valued and important. It also involves empowering and develop-valued and important. It also involves empowering and develop-valued and important. It also involves empowering and develop-valued and important. It also involves empowering and develop-valued and important. It also involves empowering and develop-
ing the workforce, listening and communicating with them more ing the workforce, listening and communicating with them more ing the workforce, listening and communicating with them more ing the workforce, listening and communicating with them more ing the workforce, listening and communicating with them more ing the workforce, listening and communicating with them more ing the workforce, listening and communicating with them more ing the workforce, listening and communicating with them more ing the workforce, listening and communicating with them more ing the workforce, listening and communicating with them more ing the workforce, listening and communicating with them more ing the workforce, listening and communicating with them more ing the workforce, listening and communicating with them more 
effectively, and developing future leaders through progressive effectively, and developing future leaders through progressive effectively, and developing future leaders through progressive effectively, and developing future leaders through progressive effectively, and developing future leaders through progressive effectively, and developing future leaders through progressive effectively, and developing future leaders through progressive effectively, and developing future leaders through progressive effectively, and developing future leaders through progressive effectively, and developing future leaders through progressive effectively, and developing future leaders through progressive effectively, and developing future leaders through progressive 
leadership development and effective organization succession leadership development and effective organization succession leadership development and effective organization succession leadership development and effective organization succession leadership development and effective organization succession leadership development and effective organization succession leadership development and effective organization succession leadership development and effective organization succession leadership development and effective organization succession leadership development and effective organization succession leadership development and effective organization succession leadership development and effective organization succession leadership development and effective organization succession 

planning and practices. Leadership means creating a climate and planning and practices. Leadership means creating a climate and planning and practices. Leadership means creating a climate and planning and practices. Leadership means creating a climate and planning and practices. Leadership means creating a climate and planning and practices. Leadership means creating a climate and planning and practices. Leadership means creating a climate and planning and practices. Leadership means creating a climate and planning and practices. Leadership means creating a climate and planning and practices. Leadership means creating a climate and planning and practices. Leadership means creating a climate and 
conditions for NASA employees and organizations to achieve conditions for NASA employees and organizations to achieve conditions for NASA employees and organizations to achieve conditions for NASA employees and organizations to achieve conditions for NASA employees and organizations to achieve conditions for NASA employees and organizations to achieve conditions for NASA employees and organizations to achieve conditions for NASA employees and organizations to achieve conditions for NASA employees and organizations to achieve conditions for NASA employees and organizations to achieve conditions for NASA employees and organizations to achieve conditions for NASA employees and organizations to achieve 
safety and mission success.safety and mission success.safety and mission success.safety and mission success.safety and mission success.

The criteria used to delineate those R-O-Fs that were applied to The criteria used to delineate those R-O-Fs that were applied to The criteria used to delineate those R-O-Fs that were applied to The criteria used to delineate those R-O-Fs that were applied to The criteria used to delineate those R-O-Fs that were applied to The criteria used to delineate those R-O-Fs that were applied to The criteria used to delineate those R-O-Fs that were applied to The criteria used to delineate those R-O-Fs that were applied to The criteria used to delineate those R-O-Fs that were applied to The criteria used to delineate those R-O-Fs that were applied to The criteria used to delineate those R-O-Fs that were applied to 
leadership included the Agency-wide themes and a leaderʼs abil-leadership included the Agency-wide themes and a leaderʼs abil-leadership included the Agency-wide themes and a leaderʼs abil-leadership included the Agency-wide themes and a leaderʼs abil-leadership included the Agency-wide themes and a leaderʼs abil-leadership included the Agency-wide themes and a leaderʼs abil-leadership included the Agency-wide themes and a leaderʼs abil-leadership included the Agency-wide themes and a leaderʼs abil-leadership included the Agency-wide themes and a leaderʼs abil-leadership included the Agency-wide themes and a leaderʼs abil-leadership included the Agency-wide themes and a leaderʼs abil-leadership included the Agency-wide themes and a leaderʼs abil-
ity to make and support decisions. These criteria address:ity to make and support decisions. These criteria address:ity to make and support decisions. These criteria address:ity to make and support decisions. These criteria address:ity to make and support decisions. These criteria address:ity to make and support decisions. These criteria address:ity to make and support decisions. These criteria address:ity to make and support decisions. These criteria address:ity to make and support decisions. These criteria address:ity to make and support decisions. These criteria address:

• Empowerment by understanding and communicating Empowerment by understanding and communicating Empowerment by understanding and communicating Empowerment by understanding and communicating Empowerment by understanding and communicating Empowerment by understanding and communicating Empowerment by understanding and communicating Empowerment by understanding and communicating Empowerment by understanding and communicating 
responsibility, accountability, and authority.responsibility, accountability, and authority.responsibility, accountability, and authority.responsibility, accountability, and authority.responsibility, accountability, and authority.responsibility, accountability, and authority.responsibility, accountability, and authority.responsibility, accountability, and authority.

• Serving as an example and role model to employees Serving as an example and role model to employees Serving as an example and role model to employees Serving as an example and role model to employees Serving as an example and role model to employees Serving as an example and role model to employees Serving as an example and role model to employees Serving as an example and role model to employees Serving as an example and role model to employees Serving as an example and role model to employees 
by understanding and following the rules (but not by understanding and following the rules (but not by understanding and following the rules (but not by understanding and following the rules (but not by understanding and following the rules (but not by understanding and following the rules (but not by understanding and following the rules (but not by understanding and following the rules (but not by understanding and following the rules (but not 
“blindly”), and having a willingness to challenge the “blindly”), and having a willingness to challenge the “blindly”), and having a willingness to challenge the “blindly”), and having a willingness to challenge the “blindly”), and having a willingness to challenge the “blindly”), and having a willingness to challenge the “blindly”), and having a willingness to challenge the “blindly”), and having a willingness to challenge the “blindly”), and having a willingness to challenge the “blindly”), and having a willingness to challenge the 
rules when safety and mission success are at stake.rules when safety and mission success are at stake.rules when safety and mission success are at stake.rules when safety and mission success are at stake.rules when safety and mission success are at stake.rules when safety and mission success are at stake.rules when safety and mission success are at stake.rules when safety and mission success are at stake.rules when safety and mission success are at stake.

• A willingness and ability to challenge schedules when A willingness and ability to challenge schedules when A willingness and ability to challenge schedules when A willingness and ability to challenge schedules when A willingness and ability to challenge schedules when A willingness and ability to challenge schedules when A willingness and ability to challenge schedules when A willingness and ability to challenge schedules when A willingness and ability to challenge schedules when A willingness and ability to challenge schedules when A willingness and ability to challenge schedules when 
appropriate and necessary based upon well thought-out appropriate and necessary based upon well thought-out appropriate and necessary based upon well thought-out appropriate and necessary based upon well thought-out appropriate and necessary based upon well thought-out appropriate and necessary based upon well thought-out appropriate and necessary based upon well thought-out appropriate and necessary based upon well thought-out appropriate and necessary based upon well thought-out appropriate and necessary based upon well thought-out 
and presented analyses of risks.and presented analyses of risks.and presented analyses of risks.and presented analyses of risks.and presented analyses of risks.and presented analyses of risks.

• Respect of others and fostering fair consideration of all Respect of others and fostering fair consideration of all Respect of others and fostering fair consideration of all Respect of others and fostering fair consideration of all Respect of others and fostering fair consideration of all Respect of others and fostering fair consideration of all Respect of others and fostering fair consideration of all Respect of others and fostering fair consideration of all Respect of others and fostering fair consideration of all Respect of others and fostering fair consideration of all 
points of view.points of view.points of view.

The feedback from Safety and Mission Success Week reinforced The feedback from Safety and Mission Success Week reinforced The feedback from Safety and Mission Success Week reinforced The feedback from Safety and Mission Success Week reinforced The feedback from Safety and Mission Success Week reinforced The feedback from Safety and Mission Success Week reinforced The feedback from Safety and Mission Success Week reinforced The feedback from Safety and Mission Success Week reinforced The feedback from Safety and Mission Success Week reinforced The feedback from Safety and Mission Success Week reinforced The feedback from Safety and Mission Success Week reinforced 
the Diaz Team assessments.the Diaz Team assessments.the Diaz Team assessments.the Diaz Team assessments.the Diaz Team assessments.the Diaz Team assessments.

» We need to make sure every voice is heard without We need to make sure every voice is heard without We need to make sure every voice is heard without We need to make sure every voice is heard without We need to make sure every voice is heard without We need to make sure every voice is heard without We need to make sure every voice is heard without We need to make sure every voice is heard without We need to make sure every voice is heard without We need to make sure every voice is heard without 
fear of retaliation or suppression.fear of retaliation or suppression.fear of retaliation or suppression.fear of retaliation or suppression.fear of retaliation or suppression.fear of retaliation or suppression.

» NASA leadership has become preoccupied by actions NASA leadership has become preoccupied by actions NASA leadership has become preoccupied by actions NASA leadership has become preoccupied by actions NASA leadership has become preoccupied by actions NASA leadership has become preoccupied by actions NASA leadership has become preoccupied by actions NASA leadership has become preoccupied by actions NASA leadership has become preoccupied by actions NASA leadership has become preoccupied by actions 
to address symptoms; we need the resources and lead-to address symptoms; we need the resources and lead-to address symptoms; we need the resources and lead-to address symptoms; we need the resources and lead-to address symptoms; we need the resources and lead-to address symptoms; we need the resources and lead-to address symptoms; we need the resources and lead-to address symptoms; we need the resources and lead-to address symptoms; we need the resources and lead-to address symptoms; we need the resources and lead-to address symptoms; we need the resources and lead-
ership commitment to fi x underlying causes.ership commitment to fi x underlying causes.ership commitment to fi x underlying causes.ership commitment to fi x underlying causes.ership commitment to fi x underlying causes.ership commitment to fi x underlying causes.ership commitment to fi x underlying causes.ership commitment to fi x underlying causes.

»» We need to stress among NASA leadership the impor-We need to stress among NASA leadership the impor-We need to stress among NASA leadership the impor-We need to stress among NASA leadership the impor-We need to stress among NASA leadership the impor-We need to stress among NASA leadership the impor-We need to stress among NASA leadership the impor-We need to stress among NASA leadership the impor-We need to stress among NASA leadership the impor-We need to stress among NASA leadership the impor-We need to stress among NASA leadership the impor-
tance of responding to even the lowest level question. tance of responding to even the lowest level question. tance of responding to even the lowest level question. tance of responding to even the lowest level question. tance of responding to even the lowest level question. tance of responding to even the lowest level question. tance of responding to even the lowest level question. tance of responding to even the lowest level question. tance of responding to even the lowest level question. tance of responding to even the lowest level question. 
This was exactly why NASA did not exercise addition-This was exactly why NASA did not exercise addition-This was exactly why NASA did not exercise addition-This was exactly why NASA did not exercise addition-This was exactly why NASA did not exercise addition-This was exactly why NASA did not exercise addition-This was exactly why NASA did not exercise addition-This was exactly why NASA did not exercise addition-This was exactly why NASA did not exercise addition-This was exactly why NASA did not exercise addition-This was exactly why NASA did not exercise addition-
al techniques with al techniques with al techniques with al techniques with Columbia Columbia Columbia to research the problem.to research the problem.to research the problem.to research the problem.

Every member of the workforce must know his or her position Every member of the workforce must know his or her position Every member of the workforce must know his or her position Every member of the workforce must know his or her position Every member of the workforce must know his or her position Every member of the workforce must know his or her position Every member of the workforce must know his or her position Every member of the workforce must know his or her position Every member of the workforce must know his or her position Every member of the workforce must know his or her position Every member of the workforce must know his or her position 
in the organization; all must know their authority, responsibility, in the organization; all must know their authority, responsibility, in the organization; all must know their authority, responsibility, in the organization; all must know their authority, responsibility, in the organization; all must know their authority, responsibility, in the organization; all must know their authority, responsibility, in the organization; all must know their authority, responsibility, in the organization; all must know their authority, responsibility, in the organization; all must know their authority, responsibility, in the organization; all must know their authority, responsibility, in the organization; all must know their authority, responsibility, 
and accountability. The Diaz Team came to believe that at the and accountability. The Diaz Team came to believe that at the and accountability. The Diaz Team came to believe that at the and accountability. The Diaz Team came to believe that at the and accountability. The Diaz Team came to believe that at the and accountability. The Diaz Team came to believe that at the and accountability. The Diaz Team came to believe that at the and accountability. The Diaz Team came to believe that at the and accountability. The Diaz Team came to believe that at the and accountability. The Diaz Team came to believe that at the and accountability. The Diaz Team came to believe that at the and accountability. The Diaz Team came to believe that at the 
root of some of the CAIB observations and individual comments root of some of the CAIB observations and individual comments root of some of the CAIB observations and individual comments root of some of the CAIB observations and individual comments root of some of the CAIB observations and individual comments root of some of the CAIB observations and individual comments root of some of the CAIB observations and individual comments root of some of the CAIB observations and individual comments root of some of the CAIB observations and individual comments root of some of the CAIB observations and individual comments root of some of the CAIB observations and individual comments 
was a concern about leadershipʼs ability to determine whether was a concern about leadershipʼs ability to determine whether was a concern about leadershipʼs ability to determine whether was a concern about leadershipʼs ability to determine whether was a concern about leadershipʼs ability to determine whether was a concern about leadershipʼs ability to determine whether was a concern about leadershipʼs ability to determine whether was a concern about leadershipʼs ability to determine whether was a concern about leadershipʼs ability to determine whether was a concern about leadershipʼs ability to determine whether was a concern about leadershipʼs ability to determine whether was a concern about leadershipʼs ability to determine whether 
there was an appropriate balance between requirements and there was an appropriate balance between requirements and there was an appropriate balance between requirements and there was an appropriate balance between requirements and there was an appropriate balance between requirements and there was an appropriate balance between requirements and there was an appropriate balance between requirements and there was an appropriate balance between requirements and there was an appropriate balance between requirements and there was an appropriate balance between requirements and there was an appropriate balance between requirements and 
resources allocated to their achievement. The Diaz Team goal resources allocated to their achievement. The Diaz Team goal resources allocated to their achievement. The Diaz Team goal resources allocated to their achievement. The Diaz Team goal resources allocated to their achievement. The Diaz Team goal resources allocated to their achievement. The Diaz Team goal resources allocated to their achievement. The Diaz Team goal resources allocated to their achievement. The Diaz Team goal resources allocated to their achievement. The Diaz Team goal resources allocated to their achievement. The Diaz Team goal resources allocated to their achievement. The Diaz Team goal resources allocated to their achievement. The Diaz Team goal 
on Leadership was developed in response to that concern. For on Leadership was developed in response to that concern. For on Leadership was developed in response to that concern. For on Leadership was developed in response to that concern. For on Leadership was developed in response to that concern. For on Leadership was developed in response to that concern. For on Leadership was developed in response to that concern. For on Leadership was developed in response to that concern. For on Leadership was developed in response to that concern. For on Leadership was developed in response to that concern. For on Leadership was developed in response to that concern. For 
this goal to succeed, changes discussed in other sections of the this goal to succeed, changes discussed in other sections of the this goal to succeed, changes discussed in other sections of the this goal to succeed, changes discussed in other sections of the this goal to succeed, changes discussed in other sections of the this goal to succeed, changes discussed in other sections of the this goal to succeed, changes discussed in other sections of the this goal to succeed, changes discussed in other sections of the this goal to succeed, changes discussed in other sections of the this goal to succeed, changes discussed in other sections of the this goal to succeed, changes discussed in other sections of the 
Report must also be pursued.Report must also be pursued.Report must also be pursued.Report must also be pursued.Report must also be pursued.

In addition to the actions in the Diaz Team Matrix that address In addition to the actions in the Diaz Team Matrix that address In addition to the actions in the Diaz Team Matrix that address In addition to the actions in the Diaz Team Matrix that address In addition to the actions in the Diaz Team Matrix that address In addition to the actions in the Diaz Team Matrix that address In addition to the actions in the Diaz Team Matrix that address In addition to the actions in the Diaz Team Matrix that address In addition to the actions in the Diaz Team Matrix that address In addition to the actions in the Diaz Team Matrix that address In addition to the actions in the Diaz Team Matrix that address In addition to the actions in the Diaz Team Matrix that address 
each R-O-F, the Diaz Team has one goal addressing the Leader-each R-O-F, the Diaz Team has one goal addressing the Leader-each R-O-F, the Diaz Team has one goal addressing the Leader-each R-O-F, the Diaz Team has one goal addressing the Leader-each R-O-F, the Diaz Team has one goal addressing the Leader-each R-O-F, the Diaz Team has one goal addressing the Leader-each R-O-F, the Diaz Team has one goal addressing the Leader-each R-O-F, the Diaz Team has one goal addressing the Leader-each R-O-F, the Diaz Team has one goal addressing the Leader-each R-O-F, the Diaz Team has one goal addressing the Leader-each R-O-F, the Diaz Team has one goal addressing the Leader-
ship category, as shown in Table 2.ship category, as shown in Table 2.ship category, as shown in Table 2.ship category, as shown in Table 2.ship category, as shown in Table 2.ship category, as shown in Table 2.ship category, as shown in Table 2.
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1.3 LEARNING 

CAIB Report Chapter 7, p192:
The Board concludes that NASA’s current organization does not provide effective checks-and-balances, does not 
have an independent safety program, and has not demonstrated the characteristics of a learning organization. 

NASA has not demonstrated the characteristics 
of a learning organization.

Agency-wide Themes
• NASA should provide robust simulation and emer-

gency response training.
• Tools, databases, and models should be developed 

and used appropriately.

Much was said in the CAIB Report about the NASA culture and Much was said in the CAIB Report about the NASA culture and Much was said in the CAIB Report about the NASA culture and Much was said in the CAIB Report about the NASA culture and Much was said in the CAIB Report about the NASA culture and Much was said in the CAIB Report about the NASA culture and Much was said in the CAIB Report about the NASA culture and Much was said in the CAIB Report about the NASA culture and Much was said in the CAIB Report about the NASA culture and Much was said in the CAIB Report about the NASA culture and Much was said in the CAIB Report about the NASA culture and Much was said in the CAIB Report about the NASA culture and Much was said in the CAIB Report about the NASA culture and 
how its attributes contributed to the how its attributes contributed to the how its attributes contributed to the how its attributes contributed to the how its attributes contributed to the how its attributes contributed to the how its attributes contributed to the ColumbiaColumbia accident. The  accident. The  accident. The  accident. The 
CAIB concluded NASA “has not demonstrated the characteris-CAIB concluded NASA “has not demonstrated the characteris-CAIB concluded NASA “has not demonstrated the characteris-CAIB concluded NASA “has not demonstrated the characteris-CAIB concluded NASA “has not demonstrated the characteris-CAIB concluded NASA “has not demonstrated the characteris-CAIB concluded NASA “has not demonstrated the characteris-CAIB concluded NASA “has not demonstrated the characteris-CAIB concluded NASA “has not demonstrated the characteris-CAIB concluded NASA “has not demonstrated the characteris-CAIB concluded NASA “has not demonstrated the characteris-CAIB concluded NASA “has not demonstrated the characteris-CAIB concluded NASA “has not demonstrated the characteris-
tics of a learning organization” after investigators observed mis-tics of a learning organization” after investigators observed mis-tics of a learning organization” after investigators observed mis-tics of a learning organization” after investigators observed mis-tics of a learning organization” after investigators observed mis-tics of a learning organization” after investigators observed mis-tics of a learning organization” after investigators observed mis-tics of a learning organization” after investigators observed mis-tics of a learning organization” after investigators observed mis-tics of a learning organization” after investigators observed mis-tics of a learning organization” after investigators observed mis-tics of a learning organization” after investigators observed mis-
takes being repeated and lessons from the past apparently being takes being repeated and lessons from the past apparently being takes being repeated and lessons from the past apparently being takes being repeated and lessons from the past apparently being takes being repeated and lessons from the past apparently being takes being repeated and lessons from the past apparently being takes being repeated and lessons from the past apparently being takes being repeated and lessons from the past apparently being takes being repeated and lessons from the past apparently being takes being repeated and lessons from the past apparently being takes being repeated and lessons from the past apparently being takes being repeated and lessons from the past apparently being takes being repeated and lessons from the past apparently being 
relearned. The CAIB provided NASA with a number of recom-relearned. The CAIB provided NASA with a number of recom-relearned. The CAIB provided NASA with a number of recom-relearned. The CAIB provided NASA with a number of recom-relearned. The CAIB provided NASA with a number of recom-relearned. The CAIB provided NASA with a number of recom-relearned. The CAIB provided NASA with a number of recom-relearned. The CAIB provided NASA with a number of recom-relearned. The CAIB provided NASA with a number of recom-relearned. The CAIB provided NASA with a number of recom-relearned. The CAIB provided NASA with a number of recom-relearned. The CAIB provided NASA with a number of recom-
mendations and fi ndings that could help it achieve the benefi cial mendations and fi ndings that could help it achieve the benefi cial mendations and fi ndings that could help it achieve the benefi cial mendations and fi ndings that could help it achieve the benefi cial mendations and fi ndings that could help it achieve the benefi cial mendations and fi ndings that could help it achieve the benefi cial mendations and fi ndings that could help it achieve the benefi cial mendations and fi ndings that could help it achieve the benefi cial mendations and fi ndings that could help it achieve the benefi cial mendations and fi ndings that could help it achieve the benefi cial mendations and fi ndings that could help it achieve the benefi cial mendations and fi ndings that could help it achieve the benefi cial 
traits of a learning organization.traits of a learning organization.traits of a learning organization.traits of a learning organization.traits of a learning organization.traits of a learning organization.

It is recognized there are efforts underway in NASA to address It is recognized there are efforts underway in NASA to address It is recognized there are efforts underway in NASA to address It is recognized there are efforts underway in NASA to address It is recognized there are efforts underway in NASA to address It is recognized there are efforts underway in NASA to address It is recognized there are efforts underway in NASA to address It is recognized there are efforts underway in NASA to address It is recognized there are efforts underway in NASA to address It is recognized there are efforts underway in NASA to address It is recognized there are efforts underway in NASA to address It is recognized there are efforts underway in NASA to address It is recognized there are efforts underway in NASA to address 
knowledge capture, management, and dissemination. These ac-knowledge capture, management, and dissemination. These ac-knowledge capture, management, and dissemination. These ac-knowledge capture, management, and dissemination. These ac-knowledge capture, management, and dissemination. These ac-knowledge capture, management, and dissemination. These ac-knowledge capture, management, and dissemination. These ac-knowledge capture, management, and dissemination. These ac-knowledge capture, management, and dissemination. These ac-knowledge capture, management, and dissemination. These ac-knowledge capture, management, and dissemination. These ac-knowledge capture, management, and dissemination. These ac-
tions are in response to the concern for the impending retirement tions are in response to the concern for the impending retirement tions are in response to the concern for the impending retirement tions are in response to the concern for the impending retirement tions are in response to the concern for the impending retirement tions are in response to the concern for the impending retirement tions are in response to the concern for the impending retirement tions are in response to the concern for the impending retirement tions are in response to the concern for the impending retirement tions are in response to the concern for the impending retirement tions are in response to the concern for the impending retirement tions are in response to the concern for the impending retirement tions are in response to the concern for the impending retirement 
of a large segment of the NASA workforce. But more needs to of a large segment of the NASA workforce. But more needs to of a large segment of the NASA workforce. But more needs to of a large segment of the NASA workforce. But more needs to of a large segment of the NASA workforce. But more needs to of a large segment of the NASA workforce. But more needs to of a large segment of the NASA workforce. But more needs to of a large segment of the NASA workforce. But more needs to of a large segment of the NASA workforce. But more needs to of a large segment of the NASA workforce. But more needs to of a large segment of the NASA workforce. But more needs to of a large segment of the NASA workforce. But more needs to 
be done to understand what the knowledge architecture in NASA be done to understand what the knowledge architecture in NASA be done to understand what the knowledge architecture in NASA be done to understand what the knowledge architecture in NASA be done to understand what the knowledge architecture in NASA be done to understand what the knowledge architecture in NASA be done to understand what the knowledge architecture in NASA be done to understand what the knowledge architecture in NASA be done to understand what the knowledge architecture in NASA be done to understand what the knowledge architecture in NASA be done to understand what the knowledge architecture in NASA be done to understand what the knowledge architecture in NASA be done to understand what the knowledge architecture in NASA 
is so that steps can be taken to preserve it. NASA needs a robust is so that steps can be taken to preserve it. NASA needs a robust is so that steps can be taken to preserve it. NASA needs a robust is so that steps can be taken to preserve it. NASA needs a robust is so that steps can be taken to preserve it. NASA needs a robust is so that steps can be taken to preserve it. NASA needs a robust is so that steps can be taken to preserve it. NASA needs a robust is so that steps can be taken to preserve it. NASA needs a robust is so that steps can be taken to preserve it. NASA needs a robust is so that steps can be taken to preserve it. NASA needs a robust is so that steps can be taken to preserve it. NASA needs a robust is so that steps can be taken to preserve it. NASA needs a robust 
infrastructure to support all aspects of decision-making and infrastructure to support all aspects of decision-making and infrastructure to support all aspects of decision-making and infrastructure to support all aspects of decision-making and infrastructure to support all aspects of decision-making and infrastructure to support all aspects of decision-making and infrastructure to support all aspects of decision-making and infrastructure to support all aspects of decision-making and infrastructure to support all aspects of decision-making and infrastructure to support all aspects of decision-making and infrastructure to support all aspects of decision-making and infrastructure to support all aspects of decision-making and 
knowledge management. The CAIB Report said that NASA has knowledge management. The CAIB Report said that NASA has knowledge management. The CAIB Report said that NASA has knowledge management. The CAIB Report said that NASA has knowledge management. The CAIB Report said that NASA has knowledge management. The CAIB Report said that NASA has knowledge management. The CAIB Report said that NASA has knowledge management. The CAIB Report said that NASA has knowledge management. The CAIB Report said that NASA has knowledge management. The CAIB Report said that NASA has knowledge management. The CAIB Report said that NASA has knowledge management. The CAIB Report said that NASA has knowledge management. The CAIB Report said that NASA has 
“dysfunctional databases.” Since NASA has a geographically “dysfunctional databases.” Since NASA has a geographically “dysfunctional databases.” Since NASA has a geographically “dysfunctional databases.” Since NASA has a geographically “dysfunctional databases.” Since NASA has a geographically “dysfunctional databases.” Since NASA has a geographically “dysfunctional databases.” Since NASA has a geographically “dysfunctional databases.” Since NASA has a geographically “dysfunctional databases.” Since NASA has a geographically “dysfunctional databases.” Since NASA has a geographically “dysfunctional databases.” Since NASA has a geographically “dysfunctional databases.” Since NASA has a geographically 
dispersed organization consisting of a relatively small Headquar-dispersed organization consisting of a relatively small Headquar-dispersed organization consisting of a relatively small Headquar-dispersed organization consisting of a relatively small Headquar-dispersed organization consisting of a relatively small Headquar-dispersed organization consisting of a relatively small Headquar-dispersed organization consisting of a relatively small Headquar-dispersed organization consisting of a relatively small Headquar-dispersed organization consisting of a relatively small Headquar-dispersed organization consisting of a relatively small Headquar-dispersed organization consisting of a relatively small Headquar-dispersed organization consisting of a relatively small Headquar-dispersed organization consisting of a relatively small Headquar-
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In its investigation, the Board found that the information In its investigation, the Board found that the information In its investigation, the Board found that the information In its investigation, the Board found that the information In its investigation, the Board found that the information In its investigation, the Board found that the information In its investigation, the Board found that the information In its investigation, the Board found that the information In its investigation, the Board found that the information In its investigation, the Board found that the information 
systems that support the Shuttle Program are extremely systems that support the Shuttle Program are extremely systems that support the Shuttle Program are extremely systems that support the Shuttle Program are extremely systems that support the Shuttle Program are extremely systems that support the Shuttle Program are extremely systems that support the Shuttle Program are extremely systems that support the Shuttle Program are extremely systems that support the Shuttle Program are extremely systems that support the Shuttle Program are extremely 
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any level. For obvious reasons, these shortcomings any level. For obvious reasons, these shortcomings any level. For obvious reasons, these shortcomings any level. For obvious reasons, these shortcomings any level. For obvious reasons, these shortcomings any level. For obvious reasons, these shortcomings any level. For obvious reasons, these shortcomings any level. For obvious reasons, these shortcomings any level. For obvious reasons, these shortcomings any level. For obvious reasons, these shortcomings 
imperil the Shuttle Program’s ability to disseminate and imperil the Shuttle Program’s ability to disseminate and imperil the Shuttle Program’s ability to disseminate and imperil the Shuttle Program’s ability to disseminate and imperil the Shuttle Program’s ability to disseminate and imperil the Shuttle Program’s ability to disseminate and imperil the Shuttle Program’s ability to disseminate and imperil the Shuttle Program’s ability to disseminate and imperil the Shuttle Program’s ability to disseminate and imperil the Shuttle Program’s ability to disseminate and imperil the Shuttle Program’s ability to disseminate and 
share critical information among its many layers. (CAIB share critical information among its many layers. (CAIB share critical information among its many layers. (CAIB share critical information among its many layers. (CAIB share critical information among its many layers. (CAIB share critical information among its many layers. (CAIB share critical information among its many layers. (CAIB share critical information among its many layers. (CAIB share critical information among its many layers. (CAIB share critical information among its many layers. (CAIB 
Report, Chapter 7, p. 189)Report, Chapter 7, p. 189)Report, Chapter 7, p. 189)Report, Chapter 7, p. 189)Report, Chapter 7, p. 189)Report, Chapter 7, p. 189)

NASA personnel need to achieve a high level of technical and NASA personnel need to achieve a high level of technical and NASA personnel need to achieve a high level of technical and NASA personnel need to achieve a high level of technical and NASA personnel need to achieve a high level of technical and NASA personnel need to achieve a high level of technical and NASA personnel need to achieve a high level of technical and NASA personnel need to achieve a high level of technical and NASA personnel need to achieve a high level of technical and NASA personnel need to achieve a high level of technical and NASA personnel need to achieve a high level of technical and NASA personnel need to achieve a high level of technical and 
managerial competency along with a high state of readiness to managerial competency along with a high state of readiness to managerial competency along with a high state of readiness to managerial competency along with a high state of readiness to managerial competency along with a high state of readiness to managerial competency along with a high state of readiness to managerial competency along with a high state of readiness to managerial competency along with a high state of readiness to managerial competency along with a high state of readiness to managerial competency along with a high state of readiness to managerial competency along with a high state of readiness to managerial competency along with a high state of readiness to 
deal with the research, developmental, and operational challeng-deal with the research, developmental, and operational challeng-deal with the research, developmental, and operational challeng-deal with the research, developmental, and operational challeng-deal with the research, developmental, and operational challeng-deal with the research, developmental, and operational challeng-deal with the research, developmental, and operational challeng-deal with the research, developmental, and operational challeng-deal with the research, developmental, and operational challeng-deal with the research, developmental, and operational challeng-deal with the research, developmental, and operational challeng-deal with the research, developmental, and operational challeng-
es inherent in the aerospace systems they manage and operate. In es inherent in the aerospace systems they manage and operate. In es inherent in the aerospace systems they manage and operate. In es inherent in the aerospace systems they manage and operate. In es inherent in the aerospace systems they manage and operate. In es inherent in the aerospace systems they manage and operate. In es inherent in the aerospace systems they manage and operate. In es inherent in the aerospace systems they manage and operate. In es inherent in the aerospace systems they manage and operate. In es inherent in the aerospace systems they manage and operate. In es inherent in the aerospace systems they manage and operate. In es inherent in the aerospace systems they manage and operate. In es inherent in the aerospace systems they manage and operate. In 
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able to be used by personnel across the Agency. NASA can ex-able to be used by personnel across the Agency. NASA can ex-able to be used by personnel across the Agency. NASA can ex-able to be used by personnel across the Agency. NASA can ex-able to be used by personnel across the Agency. NASA can ex-able to be used by personnel across the Agency. NASA can ex-able to be used by personnel across the Agency. NASA can ex-able to be used by personnel across the Agency. NASA can ex-able to be used by personnel across the Agency. NASA can ex-able to be used by personnel across the Agency. NASA can ex-able to be used by personnel across the Agency. NASA can ex-able to be used by personnel across the Agency. NASA can ex-
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The feedback from Safety and Mission Success Week reinforced The feedback from Safety and Mission Success Week reinforced The feedback from Safety and Mission Success Week reinforced The feedback from Safety and Mission Success Week reinforced The feedback from Safety and Mission Success Week reinforced The feedback from Safety and Mission Success Week reinforced The feedback from Safety and Mission Success Week reinforced The feedback from Safety and Mission Success Week reinforced The feedback from Safety and Mission Success Week reinforced The feedback from Safety and Mission Success Week reinforced The feedback from Safety and Mission Success Week reinforced The feedback from Safety and Mission Success Week reinforced 
the Diaz Team assessment:the Diaz Team assessment:the Diaz Team assessment:the Diaz Team assessment:the Diaz Team assessment:the Diaz Team assessment:the Diaz Team assessment:

»» Mandate that current and new employees moving into Mandate that current and new employees moving into Mandate that current and new employees moving into Mandate that current and new employees moving into Mandate that current and new employees moving into Mandate that current and new employees moving into Mandate that current and new employees moving into Mandate that current and new employees moving into Mandate that current and new employees moving into Mandate that current and new employees moving into 
management positions attend a lecture (sponsored by management positions attend a lecture (sponsored by management positions attend a lecture (sponsored by management positions attend a lecture (sponsored by management positions attend a lecture (sponsored by management positions attend a lecture (sponsored by management positions attend a lecture (sponsored by management positions attend a lecture (sponsored by management positions attend a lecture (sponsored by 
NASA) outlining historical lessons learned by NASA NASA) outlining historical lessons learned by NASA NASA) outlining historical lessons learned by NASA NASA) outlining historical lessons learned by NASA NASA) outlining historical lessons learned by NASA NASA) outlining historical lessons learned by NASA NASA) outlining historical lessons learned by NASA NASA) outlining historical lessons learned by NASA NASA) outlining historical lessons learned by NASA NASA) outlining historical lessons learned by NASA 
and comparable agencies. This lecture should be at and comparable agencies. This lecture should be at and comparable agencies. This lecture should be at and comparable agencies. This lecture should be at and comparable agencies. This lecture should be at and comparable agencies. This lecture should be at and comparable agencies. This lecture should be at and comparable agencies. This lecture should be at and comparable agencies. This lecture should be at 
least one day long and should cover lessons learned in least one day long and should cover lessons learned in least one day long and should cover lessons learned in least one day long and should cover lessons learned in least one day long and should cover lessons learned in least one day long and should cover lessons learned in least one day long and should cover lessons learned in least one day long and should cover lessons learned in least one day long and should cover lessons learned in 
several disasters (several disasters (several disasters (several disasters (ChallengerChallenger, , ColumbiaColumbia, Apollo 1Apollo 1Apollo 1, USS USS 
ThresherThresher) and close calls (i.e. STS-93 and ) and close calls (i.e. STS-93 and ) and close calls (i.e. STS-93 and ) and close calls (i.e. STS-93 and ) and close calls (i.e. STS-93 and ) and close calls (i.e. STS-93 and Apollo 13Apollo 13).

» NASA should routinely run mock mishap investiga-NASA should routinely run mock mishap investiga-NASA should routinely run mock mishap investiga-NASA should routinely run mock mishap investiga-NASA should routinely run mock mishap investiga-NASA should routinely run mock mishap investiga-NASA should routinely run mock mishap investiga-NASA should routinely run mock mishap investiga-NASA should routinely run mock mishap investiga-NASA should routinely run mock mishap investiga-
tions to root out its process, product, and programmatic tions to root out its process, product, and programmatic tions to root out its process, product, and programmatic tions to root out its process, product, and programmatic tions to root out its process, product, and programmatic tions to root out its process, product, and programmatic tions to root out its process, product, and programmatic tions to root out its process, product, and programmatic tions to root out its process, product, and programmatic tions to root out its process, product, and programmatic 
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» NASA does not effectively transfer knowledge. NASA NASA does not effectively transfer knowledge. NASA NASA does not effectively transfer knowledge. NASA NASA does not effectively transfer knowledge. NASA NASA does not effectively transfer knowledge. NASA NASA does not effectively transfer knowledge. NASA NASA does not effectively transfer knowledge. NASA NASA does not effectively transfer knowledge. NASA NASA does not effectively transfer knowledge. NASA NASA does not effectively transfer knowledge. NASA 
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and portals that share information.and portals that share information.and portals that share information.and portals that share information.and portals that share information.and portals that share information.and portals that share information.

» NASA should employ a more rigorous/disciplined ac-NASA should employ a more rigorous/disciplined ac-NASA should employ a more rigorous/disciplined ac-NASA should employ a more rigorous/disciplined ac-NASA should employ a more rigorous/disciplined ac-NASA should employ a more rigorous/disciplined ac-NASA should employ a more rigorous/disciplined ac-NASA should employ a more rigorous/disciplined ac-NASA should employ a more rigorous/disciplined ac-NASA should employ a more rigorous/disciplined ac-
ceptance testing & checkout procedure prior to placing ceptance testing & checkout procedure prior to placing ceptance testing & checkout procedure prior to placing ceptance testing & checkout procedure prior to placing ceptance testing & checkout procedure prior to placing ceptance testing & checkout procedure prior to placing ceptance testing & checkout procedure prior to placing ceptance testing & checkout procedure prior to placing ceptance testing & checkout procedure prior to placing ceptance testing & checkout procedure prior to placing ceptance testing & checkout procedure prior to placing 
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with an independent group auditing input.with an independent group auditing input.with an independent group auditing input.with an independent group auditing input.with an independent group auditing input.with an independent group auditing input.with an independent group auditing input.with an independent group auditing input.

NASA can assure being a learning organization by:NASA can assure being a learning organization by:NASA can assure being a learning organization by:NASA can assure being a learning organization by:NASA can assure being a learning organization by:NASA can assure being a learning organization by:NASA can assure being a learning organization by:NASA can assure being a learning organization by:NASA can assure being a learning organization by:NASA can assure being a learning organization by:

1.1.1. Developing and using an Agency-wide knowledge Developing and using an Agency-wide knowledge Developing and using an Agency-wide knowledge Developing and using an Agency-wide knowledge Developing and using an Agency-wide knowledge Developing and using an Agency-wide knowledge Developing and using an Agency-wide knowledge Developing and using an Agency-wide knowledge Developing and using an Agency-wide knowledge Developing and using an Agency-wide knowledge 
management system to foster sound decision-mak-management system to foster sound decision-mak-management system to foster sound decision-mak-management system to foster sound decision-mak-management system to foster sound decision-mak-management system to foster sound decision-mak-management system to foster sound decision-mak-management system to foster sound decision-mak-management system to foster sound decision-mak-
ing practices. Programs must have the ability to share ing practices. Programs must have the ability to share ing practices. Programs must have the ability to share ing practices. Programs must have the ability to share ing practices. Programs must have the ability to share ing practices. Programs must have the ability to share ing practices. Programs must have the ability to share ing practices. Programs must have the ability to share ing practices. Programs must have the ability to share ing practices. Programs must have the ability to share ing practices. Programs must have the ability to share 
information using central databases.information using central databases.information using central databases.information using central databases.information using central databases.information using central databases.information using central databases.

2.2.2. Requiring programs to have contingency and emer-Requiring programs to have contingency and emer-Requiring programs to have contingency and emer-Requiring programs to have contingency and emer-Requiring programs to have contingency and emer-Requiring programs to have contingency and emer-Requiring programs to have contingency and emer-Requiring programs to have contingency and emer-Requiring programs to have contingency and emer-Requiring programs to have contingency and emer-
gency response processes in place, and requiring the gency response processes in place, and requiring the gency response processes in place, and requiring the gency response processes in place, and requiring the gency response processes in place, and requiring the gency response processes in place, and requiring the gency response processes in place, and requiring the gency response processes in place, and requiring the gency response processes in place, and requiring the 
programs to conduct rigorous and ongoing training in programs to conduct rigorous and ongoing training in programs to conduct rigorous and ongoing training in programs to conduct rigorous and ongoing training in programs to conduct rigorous and ongoing training in programs to conduct rigorous and ongoing training in programs to conduct rigorous and ongoing training in programs to conduct rigorous and ongoing training in programs to conduct rigorous and ongoing training in programs to conduct rigorous and ongoing training in 
those processes. those processes. those processes. those processes. 

In addition to the actions in the Diaz Team Matrix that address In addition to the actions in the Diaz Team Matrix that address In addition to the actions in the Diaz Team Matrix that address In addition to the actions in the Diaz Team Matrix that address In addition to the actions in the Diaz Team Matrix that address In addition to the actions in the Diaz Team Matrix that address In addition to the actions in the Diaz Team Matrix that address In addition to the actions in the Diaz Team Matrix that address In addition to the actions in the Diaz Team Matrix that address In addition to the actions in the Diaz Team Matrix that address In addition to the actions in the Diaz Team Matrix that address In addition to the actions in the Diaz Team Matrix that address In addition to the actions in the Diaz Team Matrix that address 
each R-O-F, the Diaz Team has one goal addressing the Learning each R-O-F, the Diaz Team has one goal addressing the Learning each R-O-F, the Diaz Team has one goal addressing the Learning each R-O-F, the Diaz Team has one goal addressing the Learning each R-O-F, the Diaz Team has one goal addressing the Learning each R-O-F, the Diaz Team has one goal addressing the Learning each R-O-F, the Diaz Team has one goal addressing the Learning each R-O-F, the Diaz Team has one goal addressing the Learning each R-O-F, the Diaz Team has one goal addressing the Learning each R-O-F, the Diaz Team has one goal addressing the Learning each R-O-F, the Diaz Team has one goal addressing the Learning each R-O-F, the Diaz Team has one goal addressing the Learning 
category, as shown in Table 3.category, as shown in Table 3.category, as shown in Table 3.category, as shown in Table 3.category, as shown in Table 3.category, as shown in Table 3.category, as shown in Table 3.

Table 3. The Diaz Team developed one goal for Learning.

Learning – Diaz Team Goal

The Agency should identify an appropriate approach for the future development of a knowledge management system and 
infrastructure to assure knowledge retention and lessons learned.
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CAIB Report Chapter 6, p170:
Management decisions made during Columbia’s fi nal fl ight refl ect missed opportunities, blocked or ineffective 
communication channels, fl awed analysis, and ineffective leadership. Perhaps most striking is the fact that 
management – including Shuttle Program, Mission Management Team, Mission Evaluation Room, and Flight 
Director and Mission Control – displayed no interest in understanding a problem and its implications.

1.4 COMMUNICATION 

Communication did not fl ow effectively. 

Agency-wide Themes
• Anomalies should be considered problems until 

proven otherwise.
• Responsibility, authority, and accountability must 

be clearly understood and communicated.
• Communications need to fl ow both up and down 

the chain of command.
• Diverse viewpoints must be fostered and minor-

ity views considered.
• Communication practices must be validated and 

tested to ensure effective communication across 
NASA.

The CAIB Report discussed communication at all levels. The The CAIB Report discussed communication at all levels. The The CAIB Report discussed communication at all levels. The The CAIB Report discussed communication at all levels. The The CAIB Report discussed communication at all levels. The The CAIB Report discussed communication at all levels. The The CAIB Report discussed communication at all levels. The The CAIB Report discussed communication at all levels. The The CAIB Report discussed communication at all levels. The The CAIB Report discussed communication at all levels. The The CAIB Report discussed communication at all levels. The The CAIB Report discussed communication at all levels. The 
lack of effective communication from Headquarters to every lack of effective communication from Headquarters to every lack of effective communication from Headquarters to every lack of effective communication from Headquarters to every lack of effective communication from Headquarters to every lack of effective communication from Headquarters to every lack of effective communication from Headquarters to every lack of effective communication from Headquarters to every lack of effective communication from Headquarters to every lack of effective communication from Headquarters to every lack of effective communication from Headquarters to every lack of effective communication from Headquarters to every 
member of the NASA workforce is a continuing problem, and member of the NASA workforce is a continuing problem, and member of the NASA workforce is a continuing problem, and member of the NASA workforce is a continuing problem, and member of the NASA workforce is a continuing problem, and member of the NASA workforce is a continuing problem, and member of the NASA workforce is a continuing problem, and member of the NASA workforce is a continuing problem, and member of the NASA workforce is a continuing problem, and member of the NASA workforce is a continuing problem, and member of the NASA workforce is a continuing problem, and member of the NASA workforce is a continuing problem, and member of the NASA workforce is a continuing problem, and 
was stressed in the Safety and Mission Success Week feedback. was stressed in the Safety and Mission Success Week feedback. was stressed in the Safety and Mission Success Week feedback. was stressed in the Safety and Mission Success Week feedback. was stressed in the Safety and Mission Success Week feedback. was stressed in the Safety and Mission Success Week feedback. was stressed in the Safety and Mission Success Week feedback. was stressed in the Safety and Mission Success Week feedback. was stressed in the Safety and Mission Success Week feedback. was stressed in the Safety and Mission Success Week feedback. was stressed in the Safety and Mission Success Week feedback. was stressed in the Safety and Mission Success Week feedback. 
This is what the CAIB had to say about communication: This is what the CAIB had to say about communication: This is what the CAIB had to say about communication: This is what the CAIB had to say about communication: This is what the CAIB had to say about communication: This is what the CAIB had to say about communication: This is what the CAIB had to say about communication: This is what the CAIB had to say about communication: This is what the CAIB had to say about communication: This is what the CAIB had to say about communication: This is what the CAIB had to say about communication: 

The organizational structure and hierarchy blocked effec-The organizational structure and hierarchy blocked effec-The organizational structure and hierarchy blocked effec-The organizational structure and hierarchy blocked effec-The organizational structure and hierarchy blocked effec-The organizational structure and hierarchy blocked effec-The organizational structure and hierarchy blocked effec-The organizational structure and hierarchy blocked effec-The organizational structure and hierarchy blocked effec-The organizational structure and hierarchy blocked effec-The organizational structure and hierarchy blocked effec-
tive communication of technical problems. Signals were tive communication of technical problems. Signals were tive communication of technical problems. Signals were tive communication of technical problems. Signals were tive communication of technical problems. Signals were tive communication of technical problems. Signals were tive communication of technical problems. Signals were tive communication of technical problems. Signals were tive communication of technical problems. Signals were tive communication of technical problems. Signals were 
over-looked, people were silenced, and useful information over-looked, people were silenced, and useful information over-looked, people were silenced, and useful information over-looked, people were silenced, and useful information over-looked, people were silenced, and useful information over-looked, people were silenced, and useful information over-looked, people were silenced, and useful information over-looked, people were silenced, and useful information over-looked, people were silenced, and useful information over-looked, people were silenced, and useful information 
and dissenting views on technical issues did not surface and dissenting views on technical issues did not surface and dissenting views on technical issues did not surface and dissenting views on technical issues did not surface and dissenting views on technical issues did not surface and dissenting views on technical issues did not surface and dissenting views on technical issues did not surface and dissenting views on technical issues did not surface and dissenting views on technical issues did not surface and dissenting views on technical issues did not surface and dissenting views on technical issues did not surface 
at higher levels. (CAIB Report, Chapter 8, p. 201)at higher levels. (CAIB Report, Chapter 8, p. 201)at higher levels. (CAIB Report, Chapter 8, p. 201)at higher levels. (CAIB Report, Chapter 8, p. 201)at higher levels. (CAIB Report, Chapter 8, p. 201)at higher levels. (CAIB Report, Chapter 8, p. 201)at higher levels. (CAIB Report, Chapter 8, p. 201)at higher levels. (CAIB Report, Chapter 8, p. 201)at higher levels. (CAIB Report, Chapter 8, p. 201)

When broadly applied, the Diaz Team actions for Communica-When broadly applied, the Diaz Team actions for Communica-When broadly applied, the Diaz Team actions for Communica-When broadly applied, the Diaz Team actions for Communica-When broadly applied, the Diaz Team actions for Communica-When broadly applied, the Diaz Team actions for Communica-When broadly applied, the Diaz Team actions for Communica-When broadly applied, the Diaz Team actions for Communica-When broadly applied, the Diaz Team actions for Communica-When broadly applied, the Diaz Team actions for Communica-When broadly applied, the Diaz Team actions for Communica-When broadly applied, the Diaz Team actions for Communica-
tion focus on developing a management and communication tion focus on developing a management and communication tion focus on developing a management and communication tion focus on developing a management and communication tion focus on developing a management and communication tion focus on developing a management and communication tion focus on developing a management and communication tion focus on developing a management and communication tion focus on developing a management and communication tion focus on developing a management and communication tion focus on developing a management and communication tion focus on developing a management and communication tion focus on developing a management and communication 
culture that is based on adequate discourse for anomaly reso-culture that is based on adequate discourse for anomaly reso-culture that is based on adequate discourse for anomaly reso-culture that is based on adequate discourse for anomaly reso-culture that is based on adequate discourse for anomaly reso-culture that is based on adequate discourse for anomaly reso-culture that is based on adequate discourse for anomaly reso-culture that is based on adequate discourse for anomaly reso-culture that is based on adequate discourse for anomaly reso-culture that is based on adequate discourse for anomaly reso-culture that is based on adequate discourse for anomaly reso-culture that is based on adequate discourse for anomaly reso-
lution, a clear process for chain of command and contingency lution, a clear process for chain of command and contingency lution, a clear process for chain of command and contingency lution, a clear process for chain of command and contingency lution, a clear process for chain of command and contingency lution, a clear process for chain of command and contingency lution, a clear process for chain of command and contingency lution, a clear process for chain of command and contingency lution, a clear process for chain of command and contingency lution, a clear process for chain of command and contingency lution, a clear process for chain of command and contingency lution, a clear process for chain of command and contingency lution, a clear process for chain of command and contingency 
communication, and the codifi cation of formal communication communication, and the codifi cation of formal communication communication, and the codifi cation of formal communication communication, and the codifi cation of formal communication communication, and the codifi cation of formal communication communication, and the codifi cation of formal communication communication, and the codifi cation of formal communication communication, and the codifi cation of formal communication communication, and the codifi cation of formal communication communication, and the codifi cation of formal communication communication, and the codifi cation of formal communication communication, and the codifi cation of formal communication 
and reporting policies and procedures. This cultural change re-and reporting policies and procedures. This cultural change re-and reporting policies and procedures. This cultural change re-and reporting policies and procedures. This cultural change re-and reporting policies and procedures. This cultural change re-and reporting policies and procedures. This cultural change re-and reporting policies and procedures. This cultural change re-and reporting policies and procedures. This cultural change re-and reporting policies and procedures. This cultural change re-and reporting policies and procedures. This cultural change re-and reporting policies and procedures. This cultural change re-and reporting policies and procedures. This cultural change re-
quires that NASA return to the process that considers anomalies quires that NASA return to the process that considers anomalies quires that NASA return to the process that considers anomalies quires that NASA return to the process that considers anomalies quires that NASA return to the process that considers anomalies quires that NASA return to the process that considers anomalies quires that NASA return to the process that considers anomalies quires that NASA return to the process that considers anomalies quires that NASA return to the process that considers anomalies quires that NASA return to the process that considers anomalies quires that NASA return to the process that considers anomalies quires that NASA return to the process that considers anomalies quires that NASA return to the process that considers anomalies 
as problems until proven otherwise. This philosophy, supported as problems until proven otherwise. This philosophy, supported as problems until proven otherwise. This philosophy, supported as problems until proven otherwise. This philosophy, supported as problems until proven otherwise. This philosophy, supported as problems until proven otherwise. This philosophy, supported as problems until proven otherwise. This philosophy, supported as problems until proven otherwise. This philosophy, supported as problems until proven otherwise. This philosophy, supported as problems until proven otherwise. This philosophy, supported as problems until proven otherwise. This philosophy, supported as problems until proven otherwise. This philosophy, supported 
by a clear chain of command also supports contingency com-by a clear chain of command also supports contingency com-by a clear chain of command also supports contingency com-by a clear chain of command also supports contingency com-by a clear chain of command also supports contingency com-by a clear chain of command also supports contingency com-by a clear chain of command also supports contingency com-by a clear chain of command also supports contingency com-by a clear chain of command also supports contingency com-by a clear chain of command also supports contingency com-by a clear chain of command also supports contingency com-by a clear chain of command also supports contingency com-by a clear chain of command also supports contingency com-
munication, or escalation paths, so that disagreements can be munication, or escalation paths, so that disagreements can be munication, or escalation paths, so that disagreements can be munication, or escalation paths, so that disagreements can be munication, or escalation paths, so that disagreements can be munication, or escalation paths, so that disagreements can be munication, or escalation paths, so that disagreements can be munication, or escalation paths, so that disagreements can be munication, or escalation paths, so that disagreements can be munication, or escalation paths, so that disagreements can be munication, or escalation paths, so that disagreements can be munication, or escalation paths, so that disagreements can be 
addressed to enhance anomaly resolution. addressed to enhance anomaly resolution. addressed to enhance anomaly resolution. addressed to enhance anomaly resolution. addressed to enhance anomaly resolution. addressed to enhance anomaly resolution. addressed to enhance anomaly resolution. addressed to enhance anomaly resolution. addressed to enhance anomaly resolution. 

The feedback from Safety and Mission Success Week reinforced The feedback from Safety and Mission Success Week reinforced The feedback from Safety and Mission Success Week reinforced The feedback from Safety and Mission Success Week reinforced The feedback from Safety and Mission Success Week reinforced The feedback from Safety and Mission Success Week reinforced The feedback from Safety and Mission Success Week reinforced The feedback from Safety and Mission Success Week reinforced The feedback from Safety and Mission Success Week reinforced The feedback from Safety and Mission Success Week reinforced The feedback from Safety and Mission Success Week reinforced The feedback from Safety and Mission Success Week reinforced 
the Diaz Team assessment:the Diaz Team assessment:the Diaz Team assessment:the Diaz Team assessment:the Diaz Team assessment:the Diaz Team assessment:

»» When concerns are raised, the prevailing attitude in When concerns are raised, the prevailing attitude in When concerns are raised, the prevailing attitude in When concerns are raised, the prevailing attitude in When concerns are raised, the prevailing attitude in When concerns are raised, the prevailing attitude in When concerns are raised, the prevailing attitude in When concerns are raised, the prevailing attitude in When concerns are raised, the prevailing attitude in When concerns are raised, the prevailing attitude in 
NASA management is to require the concerned person NASA management is to require the concerned person NASA management is to require the concerned person NASA management is to require the concerned person NASA management is to require the concerned person NASA management is to require the concerned person NASA management is to require the concerned person NASA management is to require the concerned person NASA management is to require the concerned person 
or organization prove that something is a problem or organization prove that something is a problem or organization prove that something is a problem or organization prove that something is a problem or organization prove that something is a problem or organization prove that something is a problem or organization prove that something is a problem or organization prove that something is a problem or organization prove that something is a problem or organization prove that something is a problem 
before action will be taken. The action may be just before action will be taken. The action may be just before action will be taken. The action may be just before action will be taken. The action may be just before action will be taken. The action may be just before action will be taken. The action may be just before action will be taken. The action may be just before action will be taken. The action may be just before action will be taken. The action may be just 

more analysis and testing. If the concerned person or more analysis and testing. If the concerned person or more analysis and testing. If the concerned person or more analysis and testing. If the concerned person or more analysis and testing. If the concerned person or more analysis and testing. If the concerned person or more analysis and testing. If the concerned person or more analysis and testing. If the concerned person or more analysis and testing. If the concerned person or more analysis and testing. If the concerned person or 
organization cannot furnish data to prove a problem organization cannot furnish data to prove a problem organization cannot furnish data to prove a problem organization cannot furnish data to prove a problem organization cannot furnish data to prove a problem organization cannot furnish data to prove a problem organization cannot furnish data to prove a problem organization cannot furnish data to prove a problem organization cannot furnish data to prove a problem 
exists, no action will be taken.exists, no action will be taken.exists, no action will be taken.exists, no action will be taken.exists, no action will be taken.exists, no action will be taken.exists, no action will be taken.

» One of the barriers that should be broken down is the One of the barriers that should be broken down is the One of the barriers that should be broken down is the One of the barriers that should be broken down is the One of the barriers that should be broken down is the One of the barriers that should be broken down is the One of the barriers that should be broken down is the One of the barriers that should be broken down is the One of the barriers that should be broken down is the 
communication barrier. The NASA workforce should communication barrier. The NASA workforce should communication barrier. The NASA workforce should communication barrier. The NASA workforce should communication barrier. The NASA workforce should communication barrier. The NASA workforce should communication barrier. The NASA workforce should communication barrier. The NASA workforce should communication barrier. The NASA workforce should communication barrier. The NASA workforce should 
feel comfortable to bring forward comments. feel comfortable to bring forward comments. feel comfortable to bring forward comments. feel comfortable to bring forward comments. feel comfortable to bring forward comments. feel comfortable to bring forward comments. feel comfortable to bring forward comments. feel comfortable to bring forward comments. 

» Why is it not OK to ask Why?Why is it not OK to ask Why?Why is it not OK to ask Why?Why is it not OK to ask Why?Why is it not OK to ask Why?Why is it not OK to ask Why?Why is it not OK to ask Why?
» There is fear of reprisal for openly communicating dis-There is fear of reprisal for openly communicating dis-There is fear of reprisal for openly communicating dis-There is fear of reprisal for openly communicating dis-There is fear of reprisal for openly communicating dis-There is fear of reprisal for openly communicating dis-There is fear of reprisal for openly communicating dis-There is fear of reprisal for openly communicating dis-There is fear of reprisal for openly communicating dis-There is fear of reprisal for openly communicating dis-

senting opinions.senting opinions.senting opinions.senting opinions.
» Most are reluctant to say anything for fear of criticism Most are reluctant to say anything for fear of criticism Most are reluctant to say anything for fear of criticism Most are reluctant to say anything for fear of criticism Most are reluctant to say anything for fear of criticism Most are reluctant to say anything for fear of criticism Most are reluctant to say anything for fear of criticism Most are reluctant to say anything for fear of criticism Most are reluctant to say anything for fear of criticism Most are reluctant to say anything for fear of criticism Most are reluctant to say anything for fear of criticism 

or they feel it isnʼt worth it. People have tried in the or they feel it isnʼt worth it. People have tried in the or they feel it isnʼt worth it. People have tried in the or they feel it isnʼt worth it. People have tried in the or they feel it isnʼt worth it. People have tried in the or they feel it isnʼt worth it. People have tried in the or they feel it isnʼt worth it. People have tried in the or they feel it isnʼt worth it. People have tried in the or they feel it isnʼt worth it. People have tried in the 
past to point things out but know itʼs not going to get past to point things out but know itʼs not going to get past to point things out but know itʼs not going to get past to point things out but know itʼs not going to get past to point things out but know itʼs not going to get past to point things out but know itʼs not going to get past to point things out but know itʼs not going to get past to point things out but know itʼs not going to get past to point things out but know itʼs not going to get past to point things out but know itʼs not going to get 
them anywhere. NASA culture does not encourage or them anywhere. NASA culture does not encourage or them anywhere. NASA culture does not encourage or them anywhere. NASA culture does not encourage or them anywhere. NASA culture does not encourage or them anywhere. NASA culture does not encourage or them anywhere. NASA culture does not encourage or them anywhere. NASA culture does not encourage or them anywhere. NASA culture does not encourage or them anywhere. NASA culture does not encourage or 
reward people who speak out.reward people who speak out.reward people who speak out.reward people who speak out.reward people who speak out.reward people who speak out.reward people who speak out.

» There is a lack of a formal and effective structure to There is a lack of a formal and effective structure to There is a lack of a formal and effective structure to There is a lack of a formal and effective structure to There is a lack of a formal and effective structure to There is a lack of a formal and effective structure to There is a lack of a formal and effective structure to There is a lack of a formal and effective structure to There is a lack of a formal and effective structure to 
facilitate information fl ow up and down the manage-facilitate information fl ow up and down the manage-facilitate information fl ow up and down the manage-facilitate information fl ow up and down the manage-facilitate information fl ow up and down the manage-facilitate information fl ow up and down the manage-facilitate information fl ow up and down the manage-facilitate information fl ow up and down the manage-facilitate information fl ow up and down the manage-
ment chain.ment chain.ment chain.

The Safety and Mission Success feedback indicated a sense from The Safety and Mission Success feedback indicated a sense from The Safety and Mission Success feedback indicated a sense from The Safety and Mission Success feedback indicated a sense from The Safety and Mission Success feedback indicated a sense from The Safety and Mission Success feedback indicated a sense from The Safety and Mission Success feedback indicated a sense from The Safety and Mission Success feedback indicated a sense from The Safety and Mission Success feedback indicated a sense from The Safety and Mission Success feedback indicated a sense from The Safety and Mission Success feedback indicated a sense from The Safety and Mission Success feedback indicated a sense from 
some in the workforce that they have lost the ability to participate some in the workforce that they have lost the ability to participate some in the workforce that they have lost the ability to participate some in the workforce that they have lost the ability to participate some in the workforce that they have lost the ability to participate some in the workforce that they have lost the ability to participate some in the workforce that they have lost the ability to participate some in the workforce that they have lost the ability to participate some in the workforce that they have lost the ability to participate some in the workforce that they have lost the ability to participate some in the workforce that they have lost the ability to participate 
in the decision-making process. The feedback also suggests that in the decision-making process. The feedback also suggests that in the decision-making process. The feedback also suggests that in the decision-making process. The feedback also suggests that in the decision-making process. The feedback also suggests that in the decision-making process. The feedback also suggests that in the decision-making process. The feedback also suggests that in the decision-making process. The feedback also suggests that in the decision-making process. The feedback also suggests that in the decision-making process. The feedback also suggests that in the decision-making process. The feedback also suggests that in the decision-making process. The feedback also suggests that 
there is a segment of the workforce with the desire to participate there is a segment of the workforce with the desire to participate there is a segment of the workforce with the desire to participate there is a segment of the workforce with the desire to participate there is a segment of the workforce with the desire to participate there is a segment of the workforce with the desire to participate there is a segment of the workforce with the desire to participate there is a segment of the workforce with the desire to participate there is a segment of the workforce with the desire to participate there is a segment of the workforce with the desire to participate there is a segment of the workforce with the desire to participate 
but who are afraid to do so. They are uncertain about their roles, but who are afraid to do so. They are uncertain about their roles, but who are afraid to do so. They are uncertain about their roles, but who are afraid to do so. They are uncertain about their roles, but who are afraid to do so. They are uncertain about their roles, but who are afraid to do so. They are uncertain about their roles, but who are afraid to do so. They are uncertain about their roles, but who are afraid to do so. They are uncertain about their roles, but who are afraid to do so. They are uncertain about their roles, but who are afraid to do so. They are uncertain about their roles, but who are afraid to do so. They are uncertain about their roles, but who are afraid to do so. They are uncertain about their roles, 
and have a lack of understanding of the processes for dissent. and have a lack of understanding of the processes for dissent. and have a lack of understanding of the processes for dissent. and have a lack of understanding of the processes for dissent. and have a lack of understanding of the processes for dissent. and have a lack of understanding of the processes for dissent. and have a lack of understanding of the processes for dissent. and have a lack of understanding of the processes for dissent. and have a lack of understanding of the processes for dissent. and have a lack of understanding of the processes for dissent. and have a lack of understanding of the processes for dissent. 
In the Diaz Teamʼs analysis of the Safety and Mission Success In the Diaz Teamʼs analysis of the Safety and Mission Success In the Diaz Teamʼs analysis of the Safety and Mission Success In the Diaz Teamʼs analysis of the Safety and Mission Success In the Diaz Teamʼs analysis of the Safety and Mission Success In the Diaz Teamʼs analysis of the Safety and Mission Success In the Diaz Teamʼs analysis of the Safety and Mission Success In the Diaz Teamʼs analysis of the Safety and Mission Success In the Diaz Teamʼs analysis of the Safety and Mission Success In the Diaz Teamʼs analysis of the Safety and Mission Success In the Diaz Teamʼs analysis of the Safety and Mission Success 
Week data, problematic communication was a recurring theme Week data, problematic communication was a recurring theme Week data, problematic communication was a recurring theme Week data, problematic communication was a recurring theme Week data, problematic communication was a recurring theme Week data, problematic communication was a recurring theme Week data, problematic communication was a recurring theme Week data, problematic communication was a recurring theme Week data, problematic communication was a recurring theme Week data, problematic communication was a recurring theme Week data, problematic communication was a recurring theme Week data, problematic communication was a recurring theme 
from Headquarters and every Center. Communication has a from Headquarters and every Center. Communication has a from Headquarters and every Center. Communication has a from Headquarters and every Center. Communication has a from Headquarters and every Center. Communication has a from Headquarters and every Center. Communication has a from Headquarters and every Center. Communication has a from Headquarters and every Center. Communication has a from Headquarters and every Center. Communication has a from Headquarters and every Center. Communication has a from Headquarters and every Center. Communication has a 
chance to improve when:chance to improve when:chance to improve when:chance to improve when:chance to improve when:chance to improve when:

1.1.1. There is no fear of retribution.There is no fear of retribution.There is no fear of retribution.There is no fear of retribution.There is no fear of retribution.There is no fear of retribution.There is no fear of retribution.
2.2. Information is considered in an unbiased manner.Information is considered in an unbiased manner.Information is considered in an unbiased manner.Information is considered in an unbiased manner.Information is considered in an unbiased manner.Information is considered in an unbiased manner.Information is considered in an unbiased manner.Information is considered in an unbiased manner.Information is considered in an unbiased manner.
3.3. Every opinion is treated with respect.Every opinion is treated with respect.Every opinion is treated with respect.Every opinion is treated with respect.Every opinion is treated with respect.Every opinion is treated with respect.Every opinion is treated with respect.Every opinion is treated with respect.
4.4. Decision feedback is provided.Decision feedback is provided.Decision feedback is provided.Decision feedback is provided.Decision feedback is provided.Decision feedback is provided.

The CAIB fi ndings and Diaz Team actions identify means to start The CAIB fi ndings and Diaz Team actions identify means to start The CAIB fi ndings and Diaz Team actions identify means to start The CAIB fi ndings and Diaz Team actions identify means to start The CAIB fi ndings and Diaz Team actions identify means to start The CAIB fi ndings and Diaz Team actions identify means to start The CAIB fi ndings and Diaz Team actions identify means to start The CAIB fi ndings and Diaz Team actions identify means to start The CAIB fi ndings and Diaz Team actions identify means to start The CAIB fi ndings and Diaz Team actions identify means to start The CAIB fi ndings and Diaz Team actions identify means to start The CAIB fi ndings and Diaz Team actions identify means to start 
building a more effective communication strategy. However, building a more effective communication strategy. However, building a more effective communication strategy. However, building a more effective communication strategy. However, building a more effective communication strategy. However, building a more effective communication strategy. However, building a more effective communication strategy. However, building a more effective communication strategy. However, building a more effective communication strategy. However, building a more effective communication strategy. However, building a more effective communication strategy. However, 
change in communication requires that leaders adopt differ-change in communication requires that leaders adopt differ-change in communication requires that leaders adopt differ-change in communication requires that leaders adopt differ-change in communication requires that leaders adopt differ-change in communication requires that leaders adopt differ-change in communication requires that leaders adopt differ-change in communication requires that leaders adopt differ-change in communication requires that leaders adopt differ-change in communication requires that leaders adopt differ-change in communication requires that leaders adopt differ-change in communication requires that leaders adopt differ-
ent behavior and communication philosophies. Leaders should ent behavior and communication philosophies. Leaders should ent behavior and communication philosophies. Leaders should ent behavior and communication philosophies. Leaders should ent behavior and communication philosophies. Leaders should ent behavior and communication philosophies. Leaders should ent behavior and communication philosophies. Leaders should ent behavior and communication philosophies. Leaders should ent behavior and communication philosophies. Leaders should ent behavior and communication philosophies. Leaders should ent behavior and communication philosophies. Leaders should 
promote a diversity of viewpoints. Fear of retribution must be promote a diversity of viewpoints. Fear of retribution must be promote a diversity of viewpoints. Fear of retribution must be promote a diversity of viewpoints. Fear of retribution must be promote a diversity of viewpoints. Fear of retribution must be promote a diversity of viewpoints. Fear of retribution must be promote a diversity of viewpoints. Fear of retribution must be promote a diversity of viewpoints. Fear of retribution must be promote a diversity of viewpoints. Fear of retribution must be promote a diversity of viewpoints. Fear of retribution must be promote a diversity of viewpoints. Fear of retribution must be promote a diversity of viewpoints. Fear of retribution must be 
eliminated. The workforce needs a process to allow for dissent-eliminated. The workforce needs a process to allow for dissent-eliminated. The workforce needs a process to allow for dissent-eliminated. The workforce needs a process to allow for dissent-eliminated. The workforce needs a process to allow for dissent-eliminated. The workforce needs a process to allow for dissent-eliminated. The workforce needs a process to allow for dissent-eliminated. The workforce needs a process to allow for dissent-eliminated. The workforce needs a process to allow for dissent-eliminated. The workforce needs a process to allow for dissent-eliminated. The workforce needs a process to allow for dissent-
ing opinion and intervention when retribution or retaliation is ing opinion and intervention when retribution or retaliation is ing opinion and intervention when retribution or retaliation is ing opinion and intervention when retribution or retaliation is ing opinion and intervention when retribution or retaliation is ing opinion and intervention when retribution or retaliation is ing opinion and intervention when retribution or retaliation is ing opinion and intervention when retribution or retaliation is ing opinion and intervention when retribution or retaliation is ing opinion and intervention when retribution or retaliation is ing opinion and intervention when retribution or retaliation is 
suspected. The new Agency Ombuds, recommended by the Diaz suspected. The new Agency Ombuds, recommended by the Diaz suspected. The new Agency Ombuds, recommended by the Diaz suspected. The new Agency Ombuds, recommended by the Diaz suspected. The new Agency Ombuds, recommended by the Diaz suspected. The new Agency Ombuds, recommended by the Diaz suspected. The new Agency Ombuds, recommended by the Diaz suspected. The new Agency Ombuds, recommended by the Diaz suspected. The new Agency Ombuds, recommended by the Diaz suspected. The new Agency Ombuds, recommended by the Diaz suspected. The new Agency Ombuds, recommended by the Diaz 
Team, should serve this purpose well. Team, should serve this purpose well. Team, should serve this purpose well. Team, should serve this purpose well. Team, should serve this purpose well. Team, should serve this purpose well. Team, should serve this purpose well. 

In addition to the actions in the Diaz Team Matrix that address In addition to the actions in the Diaz Team Matrix that address In addition to the actions in the Diaz Team Matrix that address In addition to the actions in the Diaz Team Matrix that address In addition to the actions in the Diaz Team Matrix that address In addition to the actions in the Diaz Team Matrix that address In addition to the actions in the Diaz Team Matrix that address In addition to the actions in the Diaz Team Matrix that address In addition to the actions in the Diaz Team Matrix that address In addition to the actions in the Diaz Team Matrix that address In addition to the actions in the Diaz Team Matrix that address 
each R-O-F, the Diaz Team has one goal addressing the Commu-each R-O-F, the Diaz Team has one goal addressing the Commu-each R-O-F, the Diaz Team has one goal addressing the Commu-each R-O-F, the Diaz Team has one goal addressing the Commu-each R-O-F, the Diaz Team has one goal addressing the Commu-each R-O-F, the Diaz Team has one goal addressing the Commu-each R-O-F, the Diaz Team has one goal addressing the Commu-each R-O-F, the Diaz Team has one goal addressing the Commu-each R-O-F, the Diaz Team has one goal addressing the Commu-each R-O-F, the Diaz Team has one goal addressing the Commu-each R-O-F, the Diaz Team has one goal addressing the Commu-each R-O-F, the Diaz Team has one goal addressing the Commu-
nication category, as shown in Table 4.nication category, as shown in Table 4.nication category, as shown in Table 4.nication category, as shown in Table 4.nication category, as shown in Table 4.nication category, as shown in Table 4.nication category, as shown in Table 4.

Table 4. The Diaz Team developed one goal for Communication.

Communication – Diaz Team Goal

The Agency should continue the dialog that it began with the NASA workforce during Safety and Mission Success Week.
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1.5 PROCESSES AND RULES 

CAIB Report Chapter 8, p203:
When it came to managers’ own actions, however, a different set of rules prevailed. The Board found that Mis-
sion Management Team decision-making operated outside the rules even as it held its engineers to a stifl ing 
protocol. Management was not able to recognize that in unprecedented conditions, when lives are on the line, 
fl exibility and democratic process should take priority over bureaucratic response.

NASA has not followed its own rules.

Agency-wide Themes
• Requirements, policies, procedures, and direc-

tives must be examined and adhered to.
• Best practices and lessons learned must be 

incorporated.
• The entire workforce must be aware of and 

understand the rules.

Any complex organization must have processes and rules to con-Any complex organization must have processes and rules to con-Any complex organization must have processes and rules to con-Any complex organization must have processes and rules to con-Any complex organization must have processes and rules to con-Any complex organization must have processes and rules to con-Any complex organization must have processes and rules to con-Any complex organization must have processes and rules to con-Any complex organization must have processes and rules to con-Any complex organization must have processes and rules to con-Any complex organization must have processes and rules to con-Any complex organization must have processes and rules to con-Any complex organization must have processes and rules to con-
duct its business. NASA is no exception. In a complex govern-duct its business. NASA is no exception. In a complex govern-duct its business. NASA is no exception. In a complex govern-duct its business. NASA is no exception. In a complex govern-duct its business. NASA is no exception. In a complex govern-duct its business. NASA is no exception. In a complex govern-duct its business. NASA is no exception. In a complex govern-duct its business. NASA is no exception. In a complex govern-duct its business. NASA is no exception. In a complex govern-duct its business. NASA is no exception. In a complex govern-duct its business. NASA is no exception. In a complex govern-duct its business. NASA is no exception. In a complex govern-
ment organization such as NASA, many policies, requirements, ment organization such as NASA, many policies, requirements, ment organization such as NASA, many policies, requirements, ment organization such as NASA, many policies, requirements, ment organization such as NASA, many policies, requirements, ment organization such as NASA, many policies, requirements, ment organization such as NASA, many policies, requirements, ment organization such as NASA, many policies, requirements, ment organization such as NASA, many policies, requirements, ment organization such as NASA, many policies, requirements, ment organization such as NASA, many policies, requirements, ment organization such as NASA, many policies, requirements, ment organization such as NASA, many policies, requirements, 
and procedures are developed for employees to follow in the and procedures are developed for employees to follow in the and procedures are developed for employees to follow in the and procedures are developed for employees to follow in the and procedures are developed for employees to follow in the and procedures are developed for employees to follow in the and procedures are developed for employees to follow in the and procedures are developed for employees to follow in the and procedures are developed for employees to follow in the and procedures are developed for employees to follow in the and procedures are developed for employees to follow in the and procedures are developed for employees to follow in the 
conduct of programs, missions, designs, tests, and operations. conduct of programs, missions, designs, tests, and operations. conduct of programs, missions, designs, tests, and operations. conduct of programs, missions, designs, tests, and operations. conduct of programs, missions, designs, tests, and operations. conduct of programs, missions, designs, tests, and operations. conduct of programs, missions, designs, tests, and operations. conduct of programs, missions, designs, tests, and operations. conduct of programs, missions, designs, tests, and operations. conduct of programs, missions, designs, tests, and operations. conduct of programs, missions, designs, tests, and operations. conduct of programs, missions, designs, tests, and operations. 
Included in this category are the many processes for manag-Included in this category are the many processes for manag-Included in this category are the many processes for manag-Included in this category are the many processes for manag-Included in this category are the many processes for manag-Included in this category are the many processes for manag-Included in this category are the many processes for manag-Included in this category are the many processes for manag-Included in this category are the many processes for manag-Included in this category are the many processes for manag-Included in this category are the many processes for manag-Included in this category are the many processes for manag-
ing the external workforce of NASA through its large cadre of ing the external workforce of NASA through its large cadre of ing the external workforce of NASA through its large cadre of ing the external workforce of NASA through its large cadre of ing the external workforce of NASA through its large cadre of ing the external workforce of NASA through its large cadre of ing the external workforce of NASA through its large cadre of ing the external workforce of NASA through its large cadre of ing the external workforce of NASA through its large cadre of ing the external workforce of NASA through its large cadre of ing the external workforce of NASA through its large cadre of ing the external workforce of NASA through its large cadre of 
contractors. Many of these rules and processes were established contractors. Many of these rules and processes were established contractors. Many of these rules and processes were established contractors. Many of these rules and processes were established contractors. Many of these rules and processes were established contractors. Many of these rules and processes were established contractors. Many of these rules and processes were established contractors. Many of these rules and processes were established contractors. Many of these rules and processes were established contractors. Many of these rules and processes were established contractors. Many of these rules and processes were established contractors. Many of these rules and processes were established contractors. Many of these rules and processes were established 
as a result of adoption of best practices or lessons learned from as a result of adoption of best practices or lessons learned from as a result of adoption of best practices or lessons learned from as a result of adoption of best practices or lessons learned from as a result of adoption of best practices or lessons learned from as a result of adoption of best practices or lessons learned from as a result of adoption of best practices or lessons learned from as a result of adoption of best practices or lessons learned from as a result of adoption of best practices or lessons learned from as a result of adoption of best practices or lessons learned from as a result of adoption of best practices or lessons learned from as a result of adoption of best practices or lessons learned from 
program history. Some are the result of informal adoption into program history. Some are the result of informal adoption into program history. Some are the result of informal adoption into program history. Some are the result of informal adoption into program history. Some are the result of informal adoption into program history. Some are the result of informal adoption into program history. Some are the result of informal adoption into program history. Some are the result of informal adoption into program history. Some are the result of informal adoption into program history. Some are the result of informal adoption into program history. Some are the result of informal adoption into program history. Some are the result of informal adoption into program history. Some are the result of informal adoption into 
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Table 5. The Diaz Team developed one goal for Processes and Rules.

Processes and Rules – Diaz Team Goal

The Agency should conduct a review of its approach to maintaining and managing rules.
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1.6 TECHNICAL CAPABILITIES

CAIB Report Chapter 7, p179:
As a result [of the Space Flight Operations Contract], experienced engineers changed jobs, NASA grew de-
pendent on contractors for technical support, contract monitoring requirements increased, and positions were 
subsequently staffed by less experienced engineers who were placed in management roles. Collectively, this 
eroded NASA’s in-house engineering and technical capabilities.

NASA’s in-house capabilities and expertise have 
eroded.

Agency-wide Themes
• Analytical models and simulation tools must be 

used appropriately.
• NASA must address the loss of technical exper-

tise due to retirement and outsourcing.
• Advanced technical capabilities must be 

developed.
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Table 6. The Diaz Team developed one goal for Technical Capabilities.

Technical Capabilities – Diaz Team Goal

The Agency should develop guidelines and metrics for assessing and maintaining its core competencies, including those associated 
with in-house work.
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1.7 ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE

CAIB Report Executive Summary, p9:
This report discusses the attributes of an organization that could more safely and reliably operate the inherently 
risky Space Shuttle, but does not provide a detailed organizational prescription. Among those attributes are: a 
robust and independent program technical authority that has complete control over specifi cations and require-
ments, and waivers to them; an independent safety assurance organization with line authority over all levels of 
safety oversight; and an organizational culture that refl ects the best characteristics of a learning organization.

NASA’s safety and engineering organizations lack 
authority and independence.

Agency-wide Themes
• NASA must ensure systematic checks-and-bal-

ances are in place.
• NASA must implement independent safety and 

technical organizations.
• Roles and responsibilities must be clearly de-

fi ned and widely understood.
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Table 7. The Diaz Team developed one goal for Organizational Structure.

Organizational Structure – Diaz Team Goal

The Agency should complete its current NASA-wide assessment and establish independent technical authority.
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Table 8. The Diaz Team developed one goal for Risk Management.

Risk Management – Diaz Team Goal

The Agency should identify a set of risk management processes and tools which can be applied across all programs which 
recognize the diversity with respect to risk tolerance.

1.8 RISK MANAGEMENT 

CAIB Report Chapter 1, p25:
As the investigation continued, it revealed a NASA culture that had gradually begun to accept escalating risk, 
and a NASA safety program that was largely silent and ineffective.

NASA fails to account for program risk.

Agency-wide Themes
• NASA must establish a consistent set of risk as-

sessment tools, applied in a uniform way, across 
all programs.

• NASA management must have a clear under-
standing of safety requirements and risks associ-
ated with key decisions.

• NASA must stop accepting increasing levels of 
risk without understanding the total program risk.
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